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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:

1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess 
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all 
areas.

2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics 
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some 
areas.

3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and 
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to 
the game.

4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game 
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all 
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.

5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to 
experience what it has to offer.

Lyndsey Hicks, editor-in-chief

from the editor
nfortunately, very unfortunately, 
we are in the throes of COVID-19 
as I am writing this. There is 
mass death, sickness and unem-

ployment because of the deadly dis-
ease called Coronavirus. I am, in my 
capacity as an auditor and billing ac-
countant, working from home because 
I’m high risk. I have at least three risk 
factors, including Type 2 Diabetes, that 
would mean I’d develop complications 
from COVID-19 and likely die if I were 
to contract it. Because of this, I’m stay-
ing at home and finding plenty to do to 
occupy myself as I do my part to keep 
myself and others from getting sick.
What am I doing while home? Sev-

eral things: Studying for the CPA exam, 
working on this issue of Gaming In-
surrection and playing lots of video 
games. With the advent of digital de-
livery and Amazon Prime’s awesome-

ness, I’ve been delving deeper in titles 
that I didn’t have time to play while in 
school and otherwise busy with work. 
With plenty of downtime on my hands 
(washed of course!), I’m working on 
recent titles such as Ghost of Tsushima 
and Mortal Kombat 11: Aftermath. I’m 
also hitting my backlog of titles such 
as Samurai Shodown and Dragon Ball  
FighterZ (thanks Myke!) for PlayStation 
4, which were released while I was un-
der the deluge that was school work.
Whatever you find to do in the time 

that you have during the Coronavirus 
siege, make sure you do it safely. Now 
just might be the best time to hit up 
your pile of shame and put a large dent 
in it safely.

U
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here are some great soundtracks in games that didn’t 
have a ton of eyes on them when they were origi-
nally released. And though some of these tracks have 
been covered previously, we’ve also got a few new 
entries. We’re looking at nice tracks in obscure games 

that not too many people played.

1. Volcano – Mischief Makers (Nintendo 64): The Trea-
sure platformer didn’t get a lot of play when it was released, 
but the soundtrack is phenomenal for a Nintendo 64 game. 
The Volcano level track is a standout among standouts. It 
features a futuristic drum and bass section that steals the 
show within a banger of a synth track.

2. Mickey Mouse stage – Magical Tetris Challenge (Nin-
tendo 64): Capcom’s Tetris spin is a fun and addictive take 
on the popular puzzler, and the soundtrack is no slouch, 
either. Mickey’s stage is an up-tempo banger with positive 
vibes. The beat is infectious and memorable.

3. Immortal King – Kagero: Tecmo’s Deception 2 (Play-
Station One): This regal-sounding track is a bombastic 
standout in a game that features a lot of interesting con-
cepts musically as well as gameplay-wise. It’s full of horns 
and serves as the backing track for a boss battle that must 
be seen to be believed.

4. House Interior – Addams Family: Pugsley’s Scavenger 
Hunt (SNES): A synth and string track that makes up the 
main theme in the famous Addams Family house, the inte-
rior track is perfect for an Addams family game.

5. Stage J – Wordtris (SNES): Wordtris had one of the best 
soundtracks for a game that no one played. Another spin 
on the Tetris formula, Wordtris is all about making words 
instead of lines. By the time you make it to stage J, you’ll ap-
preciate how boss the final level track is. The circus aspect 
of the track makes for interesting backing as synth strings 

are sped up to match the urgency of the play field.

6. Strm Stage M6 – Pokémon Trozei (Nintendo DS): De-
spite being a Pokémon title, no one played this. It’s a match 
three game with an excellent soundtrack. It has a lot of 
retro sounds throughout and this track in particular hits 
hard. The thumping beat is great as you’re trying to catch 
the myriad Pokémon that appear in the series.

7. Fortune Teller – Mystical Ninja starring Goemon (Nin-
tendo 64): Mystical Ninja is a favorite that appears in this 
column often because the soundtrack is a Konami mas-
terpiece. It’s very Japanese so if you’re not into shamisen, 
you’re not going to get this. But a visit to the fortune teller 
creates a fun experience with dancers and a sitar. This is 
one of the best tracks in the game.

8. Professor Oak’s Lab – Pokémon Puzzle League (Ninten-
do 64): Apparently, not too many people played the Poké-
mon-themed version of Puzzle League/Panel de Pon. They 
missed a fabulously Pokémon-centric match three game 
that had good tracks in all modes. Professor Oak has a lovely 
calm track that sounds very Pokémon-esque. 

9. Challenge Mode – Bust A Move (SNES): A fun track 
that’s upbeat and bouncy, the Challenge Mode track will 
propel you to do your best in a beat-your-best-score mode. 
We’re also choosing this track in honor of the late GI Mama, 
an ardent supporter of our video game music exploits and 
the best Bust a Move player we’ve ever known. This one is in 
your memory, mama. <3

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection.

T

Obscure music from obscure video games 
sometimes make the best playlistsLyndsey HicksLyndsey Hicks
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Ghosts  Ghosts  
of Cola’s  of Cola’s  
arcade arcade 
pastpast

e have come not to bury Columbia’s arcades but to praise them. 
Columbia, once a thriving arcade haven with multiple locations 

to play once upon a time, is now barren and cold. Long gone are the 
numerous rooms of play, where tournament fortunes and reputations 

were made. 
Columbia’s last location that featured the types of games known for drawing 

crowds closed in 2007. In Columbia’s golden age of arcade gaming, generally 
thought to be the early to mid-1990s, you could find a sizable crowd playing 
Mortal Kombat II or Street Fighter II. In the later years, Marvel vs. Capcom 
2, Tekken, Pump It Up and Dance Dance Revolution drew folks from around 
the Southeast to compete. Southeastern bragging rights were earned and lost 
across the city. 

However, with the downturn of the arcade scene and the rise of the home 
market and console-perfect ports of these franchises, the lights dimmed in 
Columbia and eventually flickered out. 

Sure, we have Frankie’s Fun Park and Dave & Buster’s (finally), but it’s not 
the same as it was in the old days. And here we are, mourning what we once 
knew as a hot time in the old town on a Friday or Saturday night.

Columbia arcades, rest in peace.

W

Putt-Putt Frankies

Aladdin’s Castle Challenges

Galaxy World Barrel of Fun

Time Out Land of Oz

INSIDE
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Columbia Mall:  
Aladdin’s Castle

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Aladdin’s Castle, formerly of Co-
lumbia Place, died peacefully Dec. 31, 1996, occupied by 
family and friends down to the last day.

Born in the 1980s in what used to be known as 
Columbia Mall on Two Notch Road in Columbia, S.C., 
Aladdin’s Castle was a well-known prominent arcade 
in the community that served the general populace 
for birthday parties and fighting game tournaments.

Aladdin’s Castle also was the site for bubblegum 

blowing contests and featured the latest games of the 
day including Mortal Kombat II, Mortal Kombat 3 and 
Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3, Killer Instinct and Primal 
Rage.

Aladdin’s Castle is survived by the Columbia Place 
food court.

Graveside funeral services were held Jan. 1, 1997, at 
Columbia Place.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. — Galaxy World, one of the first arcades in 
Columbia, S.C., died in the 1980s after a short illness during 
the Great Arcade Recession of the early 1980s. 

Born on Two Notch Road at what was the site of a Golf 
Headquarters retail location, Galaxy World was also ru-

mored to have been located at the site of a now Harley Da-
vidson motorcycle retail shop or the Spring Valley Antiques 
shop.  

Galaxy World is survived by the Edwin Watts Golf Center 
and Capital City Cycles locations on Two Notch Road.

Galaxy World

Clearing up confusion 
Several different sources for Gaming Insurrection 
gave conflicting locations for the Galaxy World 
location. However, thanks to the ever-resourceful 
and super helpful Columbia Closings web 
site (www.columbiaclosings.com), which 
chronicles the comings and goings of Columbia 
retail stores, GI was able to narrow down the 
origins of Galaxy World.

The original location was the Golf Headquarters 
on Two Notch Road, which was closed in 2011. 
The Edwin Watts Golf Center has also closed, in 
2014. Capital City Cycles remains as does the 
Spring Valley Antique Mall.

Photo courtesy of ColumbiaClosings.com
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Columbiana Centre: 
Time Out

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Time Out arcade, formerly of Columbiana Centre in Columbia, 
S.C., shuttered its doors in 2003 after quietly serving the Lexington County mall for 
three years.

Opened in 2000 at the height of a fighting game genre resurgence, Time Out was the 
home of the first Marvel vs. Capcom 2 tournament in Columbia in March 2000. Time 
Out continued to serve as an Evolution fighting game tournament site throughout its 
years in Columbiana Centre. The arcade closed because of rent increases as well as 
competition from the nearby Frankie’s Fun Park off Harbison Boulevard.

Time Out is survived by its spiritual successor, Dave & Buster’s, as well as Frankie’s 
Fun Park.
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Photo courtesy of Harvest Church/Facebook.com

Putt-Putt  
Fun Center

COLUMBIA — Putt-Putt Fun Center, formerly of 105 Sparkleberry Lane, 
closed permanently in 2007 after several years of failing health.

Putt-Putt opened near Clemson Road in 2002 and quickly was the site 
of many of Columbia’s Dance Dance Revolution tournaments in the early 
2000s with access to Dance Dance Revolution 4th Mix later and Dance 
Dance Revolution Max 2.

Putt-Putt Fun Center is survived by Harvest Church – Northeast Cam-
pus, which was established circa 2008.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. — Challenges, of Richland Fashion 
Mall in Columbia, S.C., closed in 1997.

Opened in 1988 at the same time as the mall’s open-
ing, Challenges was tucked away in the complex layout 
of the mall. Though the arcade had modern-at-the-
time releases such as Mortal Kombat 4 and X-Men: 

Children of the Atom, the arcade was not well attended 
and once the mall began to decline along with the 
advent in home consoles and video games, the arcaded 
shuttered its doors.

Graveside services were held at Richland Fashion 
Mall.

Richland Mall: Challenges
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COLUMBIA — The former Barrel of Fun departed this 
life in the 1990s.

Born sometime after 1970, Barrel of Fun was from 
the Dutch Square Mall area of Columbia, S.C. A source 
of endless amusement, Barrel of Fun featured real 
monkeys and was once a pet store. Featuring a dis-
tinctive barrel-shaped archway, Barrel of Fun was 

known as a secondary source of entertainment in 
the mall, which still stands today. Barrel of Fun is 
survived by its logo only, located in a workshop in 
Columbia.

Funeral services were held in the late 1990s in Dutch 
Square Mall.

Dutch Square Center: 
Barrel of Fun
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COLUMBIA, S.C. — The Land of Oz, 
known as the arcade of Northeast 
Columbia, died in 1986. 

Born in the now-defunct Decker 
Mall, the Land of Oz lived a distinc-
tive short life situated on Decker 
Boulevard, not far from other 
known locations such as Galaxy 
World and Aladdin’s Castle in the 
Arcade Triangle.

Land of Oz is survived by the 
Dentsville Magistrate’s office and 
Richland County government of-
fices.

Private services were held at the 
Decker Mall in 1986.

Decker Mall: Land of Oz
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Frankie’s 
Fun Park

While this location is still thriving, open for 26 
years, Frankie’s Fun Park’s arcade has undergone 
significant changes.

It has local competition from our recently re-
viewed Dave & Buster’s. See the 3Q2019 issue for 
more details.
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This selfie stick can extend to a tripod 
stand, which is great when you just need 
to sit down to record video using a phone 
or iPod.

It’s sturdy and easily adjustable on all 
levels of the stick. It fits most modern 
phones, like our Samsung Note and 
iPhone 7 Plus, as well as our 6th Genera-
tion iPod Touch, so you can take advan-
tage of multiple types of cameras. One of 
the best features is an accessory: Included 
is a Bluetooth remote that is extremely 
useful when recording. It pairs easily with 
the device of your choice and is super 
responsive.

Storage is great also, as it comes with 
a drawstring bag. We store all of our 
recording equipment within the bag with 
the tripod, which makes it easy to pull 
out when needed and store out of the 
way when not needed. Best of all, it’s not 
expensive; at less than $30, this is a steal.

Price: $25.99
Where to buy: Amazon.com

Dell Inspiron 15 5000
We’ve long wanted a Dell, and this was the time to jump in 
and buy one. Bought as a self-graduation present, GI was 
also in the market for a new laptop as the previous Lenovo 
Yoga 2 had gotten us through GI design and school for five 
years. We decided to go with the Dell Inspiron line, and we 
were not disappointed. 

This laptop is a beast. Featuring a 15.6 full HD display, 
touch-sensitive login and nice, sleek look, this is a winner. 
It’s big but not too big, lightweight without feeling flimsy. 
It’s got 512GB of storage with 16GB of RAM, more than 
enough space and speed to get everything done.

As a test and to see just how fast everything is with this 
laptop, we’ve installed three of Adobe’s heavy hitters that 
we use in the production of Gaming Insurrection — Pho-
toshop, InDesign and Premiere — and they’re lightning 
fast in startup and actual use. Everything runs smoothly 

with no hiccups or issues. Like most laptops these days, it 
does not come with a built-in DVD drive, but that’s a minor 
inconvenience. It does have three USB-C ports, which is 
handy when you have a lot of things to plug in.

It also comes with Dell Mobile Connect, which is a neat 
feature. It allows you to mirror your phone and mobile 
devices, and what we use it for: hooking up our phone to 
charge while simultaneously using our hotspot. It’s a little 
tricky getting started but thereafter, it’s easy to connect.

If you’re in the market for a good laptop that can handle the 
workload and have a ton of processing room to spare, this 
is a great choice.

Price: starting at $649.99
Where to buy: Dell.com, BestBuy.com, Amazon.com

Altson Ultra-Compact Clip  
Omnidirectional iPhone Microphone

One of the best purchases we have made 
has been the clip omnidirectional iPhone 
microphone from Altson.

We use our iPhone 7 Plus and iPod Touch 
to record video quite often. Because of 
this we needed a microphone to improve 
the quality of the sound. While the official 
wired headphones that come with an Apple 
product are good, we needed something 
dedicated. We found it in this microphone. 
It’s lightweight yet durable, and the sound 
quality is fantastic. It picks up everything 
we need it to, and the microphone is good 
without pops or sensitivity. It’s perfect for 
vlogging, and the size is not too big to be 
noticeable when worn.

Price: $26.99
Where to buy: Amazon.com

UBeesize Selfie Stick Tripod,  
51-inch Extendable
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Fifth time’s a charm: DMC 5 hunts down payoff
“Devil may cry.” To some, it sounds like the 

latest quote from one of Hollywood’s biggest 
action stars. To me, it’s one of Capcom’s big-
gest franchises that does not involve “Street 
Fighter” and “Resident Evil” that is a labor of 
love to play. Nero and Dante are back along 
with some new faces to raise more demonic 
hell across next gen gaming consoles with 
the hack and slash style of gaming that put 
it on the map. I waited five years to play the 
fifth installment of this series and the kick-
ass promotional song “Devil Trigger” 
helped move that wait right along. 
Could it surpass previous suc-
cesses that defined the series?

In DMC5, years after the 
events in DMC4, Nero has 
gotten Dante’s blessing to 
jump in the demon-hunting 
business but one May night, 
Nero is accosted by a familiar foe 
who has not only taken the demon 
sword Yamato, but also Nero’s demonic 
arm. Vowing vengeance, Nero pursues the 
foe to Redwood City where he is introduced 
to a new evil known as Urizen. He, Dante and 
fellow demon hunters Trish and Lady are 
swatted instantly by Urizen. Now having a 
HUGE chip on his shoulder, Nero returns with 

a new arm and partner in crime, Nico, and 
sets out on his second adventure filled with 
old and new allies and enemies while mak-
ing his name as a master demon hunter to 
surpass his infamous uncle. 

Gameplay in DMC5 follows the same 
high-speed action formula found in previ-
ous games in the series. Controlling Nero, 
Dante and the newest character V is perfect. 
Nero still has his trusty sword Red Queen and 
revolver Blue Rose, but instead of his Devil 

Bringer he uses a prosthetic arm called a 
Devil Breaker, which was developed 

by Nico. It has extra punch than the 
Devil Bringer and can be upgraded 
after battles with various bosses. 

Dante has his dual pistols Ebo-
ny and Ivory as well as his usual 
swords Rebellion and Sparta, but 

also has five additions: Cavilare 
(a motorcycle that when separated, 

becomes a buzzsaw-like weapon); 
Balrog (yes, THAT Balrog), gauntlets and boots 
that increases Dante’s melee power tenfold; 
KalinaAnn2, a modified version of the Kalin-
aAnn used in DMC3; and, Dr. Faust, a hat that 
shoots out red orbs when worn. 

V has some tricks up his sleeve with his 
familiars Griffon, a demon hawk capable of 

firing lightning bolts and projectiles; Shadow, 
a panther-like familiar that is melee combat 
oriented, using its body to form blade and 
needle weapons; and, finally Nightmare, a 
golem-familiar that moves slowly, but packs 
a MAJOR punch against giant enemies. I 
should also note that Nightmare can change 
his height to titan-level and use a huge laser 
beam to destroy enemy bosses, which allows 
V to use his Royal Fork cane and its copies to 
land the finish blow. 

Another feature I liked in DMC5 was the 
training session that allows you to learn and 
practice available skills before purchasing 
them, allowing you to decide whether to buy 
or hold off. 

The RE5 engine brings every detail to life, 
complementing Dolby Atmos sound’s abili-
ties, which made me think I was playing a 
3D movie instead of a video game. The voice 
cast is a mix of well-known and new voice 
actors led by Reuben Langdon, Johnny Yong 
Bosch and Daniel Southworth reprising their 
roles as Dante, Nero and Vergil, respectively. 
Stephanie Sheh returns as Kyrie but in voice 
form only. I also give kudos to Brian Hanford 
for voicing V and Faye Kingslee as Nico. Brad 
Venable as Griffon stole the show, and Kate 
Higgins (Bleach, Code Geass) and Wendee Lee 
were excellent as Lady and Trish. 

The only negative thing I have about the 
game is the camera control. It has improved 
GREATLY, but it still takes some time to mas-
terfully plan a character’s next move. The 
power-up situation that occurred in DMC4 
was fixed, but you still need to conserve your 
red orbs, especially if you use Dr. Faust.

DMC5 is worthy of replay because of its 
excellent blend of action, drama and envi-
ronment. Capcom is doing this series right 
again and while I don’t agree that milking a 
franchise is the best business decision, DMC 
fans can begin to forgive Capcom for its lack 
of judgement for DMC: Devil May Cry. Let the 
healing begin.

DEVIL MAY CRY 5

SCORE: 
5 OUT 
OF 5

ByBy
Brandon BeattyBrandon Beatty



Growing up as a gamer, there was 
always a series I could count on to 
provide a lot of enjoyment: Mario 
Kart. High quality, fun racing ensued 
as did a familiarity with the system 
that made up racing in the Mush-
room Kingdom. But as time has 
marched on, there are dark clouds 
over the kingdom and it’s not neces-
sarily Bowser’s fault for the foolish-
ness for once; it’s Nintendo’s greed.

Mario Kart Tour takes the usual 
Mario Kart formula and adds things 
like gatcha pulls to unlock special 
characters, karts and gliders, usually 
in the high-end category, as well as 
level up your established roster. The 
gatcha pulls are obnoxious because 
it’s dependent on luck of the draw 
using real money to fund the pulls. 
The real money — that you’re pulling 
out of your wallet — is spent in the 
form of rubies, which allow you to 
pull from pipes possibly containing 
the high-end items in batches of one 
pull for five rubies or 10 pulls for 45 
rubies. Though the rubies are moder-
ately priced, it’s the fact that 
you must buy the rubies 
or complete sometimes 
ridiculous challenges 
to get rubies that 
makes it beyond the 
pale. 

And, just as in-
furiatingly, there’s 
the character/kart/
glider system that’s tied 
to the stages chosen for each tour. 
Each level has three or four specific 
characters that are favored on this 
track. Usually, the characters that 
are favored are the flavor of the tour; 
that is, a character or variation cre-
ated especially for the specific tour. 
As always, they are high-end and 
exceedingly hard to acquire. Because 
this is tied into the pipe pulls, it’s also 
a cash grab designed to pull in the 
most dedicated who have the most 
money and time to spend fiddling 
around with a mobile game. These 
“whales,” as they are called in online 
circles, keep this cash grab going 
and endorse this continued behavior 
from Nintendo, which, in all hon-
esty, is atrocious.

The mechanics, lacking in skill and 

refinement, are a serious problem. 
Now, I’m cognizant of the fact that 
this is a mobile game, so we’re not 
talking precision like a main entry 
would have. However, this is rough 
even for a mobile game. Often, drift-
ing is difficult and ultra mini-turbos 
are next to impossible. Given that 
I’ve mastered the drifting feature in 
Mario Kart with every entry start-
ing from the Nintendo 64 days, I 
shouldn’t have this much trouble 
maintaining a drift. The combo sys-

tem, while interesting and a 
great feature, is not refined 

as well as it should be. 
There should be a meter 
that shows me the 
length of time between 
combo actions and how 

much time I have left if 
you’re going to tell me that 

I have a time limit on those 
actions. Sometimes, combos drop 
inexplicably, ruining a run at a chal-
lenge that requires a certain number. 

Equally problematic are the weap-
ons system and the AI level. I tend 
to race comfortably on 100cc, but I 
will race on 150cc and 200cc (with a 
purchased Gold Pass) if I’m working 
on improving scores in the bi-weekly 
ranked cups. In the months since I’ve 
begun playing, I’ve noticed the ag-
gression of the computer-controlled 
karts steadily creeping up, which 
is a problem. It’s mostly noticeable 
on the weekly favored track, which 
quickly gets infuriating when you’re 
trying to maintain a ranking and the 
computer is hell bent on keeping you 
from achieving this goal. The weap-
ons system plays a large part in this 

because it’s nearly impossible some-
times to receive your character’s 
specific weapon or a frenzy or even a 
useful frenzy despite your character 
more than likely being a high level.

Also lowering Tour’s fun factor is 
the character system. As in other 
games in the series, there are a va-
riety of characters from the Mush-
room Kingdom and Nintendo in gen-
eral that can be and have been added 
to the roster. The sheer variety is 
great but the need to unlock and pay 
for these varieties is the problem. It’s 
greedy as hell that you have to buy 
rubies to possibly unlock a character 
to do well in the featured tour track 
or magically come up with the ways 
to earn them, which are far and 
few in between. Basically, Nintendo 
wants you to spend money and 
they’re not afraid to pimp out Mario 
Kart to achieve this goal, so they’ll 
nickel and dime you constantly.

Visually, Tour is fine. It looks like 
Mario Kart and has all the elements 
of the racing god we’ve come to know 
and love. As a matter of fact, the 
game looks like a better version of 
the Wii U’s Mario Kart 8, just below 
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe for the Switch. 
Those oft-repeated tracks are gor-
geous recreations of old faithful 
favorites from the SNES, Nintendo 
64 and Game Boy Advance titles with 
a few new cities of the world tracks 
thrown in the mix.

Musically, Mario Kart is known as 
having a banger soundtrack for every 
game. Tour doesn’t slouch in that de-
partment with the new tracks, but it 
does mess up with some of the older 
tracks. I’m not quite sure how a game 
can get one part of the soundtrack 
right but mess up the other parts, but 
Tour somehow manages to do it. Any 
of the new tracks that were created 
for Tour are excellent. The menu 
themes are excellent, as well, with 
new tunes mixed in with remixed 
favorites from previous games. But 
then you get to an older track, let’s 
say Koopa Troopa Beach from the 
SNES. It does not sound the same 
as the original version at all. The 
pitch sounds off by a few notes, as 
if someone recreated it for Tour and 
kind of, sort of remembered the way 

the original sounded. Rainbow Road 
from the SNES has the same prob-
lem. It sort of resembles the original 
tunes but also … not really. I’m not 
quite sure what I’m going to get from 
tour to tour, so I don’t necessarily 
get my hopes up in terms of music 
quality when I see an older track an-

nounced.
All my problems with Mario Kart 

Tour are fixable, but that’s up to 
Nintendo to work on and decide if it’s 
worth it this far in. With increasing 
frequency, however, I find myself 
saying this might be the part of the 
Tour that’s my last stop.
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Mobile Mario Kart still 
stuck at starting line

MARIO KART TOUR

ByBy
Lyndsey HicksLyndsey Hicks

SCORE: 
2.5 OUT 

OF 5



you care about that sort 
of thing. From ex-
perience, it’s much 
easier for me to get 
an A grade on Para-
noia Survivor in the 
American version 
than in the Japanese 
version. The American 
versions always have had 
more loose timing windows, and 
it makes playing a lot easier. The 
options are pretty much the same, 
though you will have to spend time 
unlocking songs because, as with 
previous U.S. releases, it’s missing 
the System Data Support feature 
found in the Japanese versions. 
That feature unlocks a previous 
game’s data using the current 
game. While this would have been 
helpful in Extreme 2, it’s not so 
bad to have to play through the 
Event mode or Dance Master mode, 
though you will be tired of certain 
songs after the fifth time through.

And Dance Master mode is where 
you may spend a decent amount 
of time trying to unlock certain 
things. Dance Master is not a ter-
rible mode but some of the condi-
tions are not easy and require an 

intimate knowledge of 
DDR. If you’ve bought 

this version, chances 
are you are experi-
enced enough with 
DDR for this not to 
be a problem, but for 

the unexperienced this 
might be a tedious exer-

cise in, well, exercise.
And, because many of the serv-

ers are now down, we can’t really 
comment on the online modes. 
While active they were interesting 
and fun to play against others us-
ing the early precursor to PlaySta-
tion Network, but alas, 15 years 
later there are no servers for Ex-
treme 2, so that’s a loss. You aren’t 
really missing anything there 
because there is always the latest 
version of DDR and Stepmania, 
which are immediately superior to 
a 15-year-old game.

DDR Extreme 2, an anomaly 
itself, is an OK addition to the U.S. 
library. Though I fault Konami and 
its U.S. branch heavily for screw-
ing up DDR Extreme enough to 
have to do a second go-round, the 
well-rounded redone songlist kind 
of makes up for the extremely bor-
ing mess that preceded Extreme 2.

I’m a DanceDanceRevolution fan 
from way back when, in that time 
and space before the U.S. really 
discovered the series and when we 
dealt with hastily put-together mix-
es that didn’t really capture the feel 
of DDR. Ah, those were the heady 
days of 2002. Alas, DDR finally 
blew up in the U.S., and we finally 
started receiving mixes much like 
Japan. The problem was, we were 
getting them years after the fact, 
and when we did get them, they 
were mostly lacking — broken, 
incomplete messes that you were 
better off pretending didn’t exist. 
That, my friends, is where we join 
our story already in progress with 
Dance Dance Revolution Extreme 2.

Never mind that there is no DDR 
Extreme 2 in Japan. We’re going 
to set that aside for a minute to 
focus on the fact of why it exists in 
the U.S. DDR Extreme 2 is borne of 
the failure of Konami to do right 
by its fans outside of Japan. We 
received DDR Extreme in 2004, a 

full two years after the original was 
released in arcades and for PlaySta-
tion 2 in Japan. That game is abso-
lute garbage: It’s nothing like what 
Japan received, which is a game 
that’s much closer to the arcade 
version of Extreme. We received a 
broken and changed-for-the-worse 
song interface, missing and weird 
songlist and grading mechanics 
that were excised as of DDR 5th 
Mix. Now that you’re all caught up, 
you should see the reason why we 

needed a do-over game of sorts. 
That’s where Extreme 2 comes in.

Extreme 2 is a decent addition 
to the U.S. console DDR library of 
games. It features the song wheel 
interface and restores the 5th Mix 
grading mechanics. The song list is 
great, too, finally featuring at least 
some of the songs found in the 
Japanese version such as Cartoon 
Heroes (Speedy Mix), Irresistible-
ment, Speed Over Beethoven and 
Paranoia Survivor/Survivor Max, 
which were all new to Japanese 
Extreme when it was released. It 
closely mirrors the home release 
of Japanese Extreme, which meant 
Konami was finally taking the U.S. 
market seriously.

Because it’s so close to the Japa-
nese version of Extreme (editor’s 
note: We reviewed this title in the 
2Q2013 issue), we’re going to skip 
the focus on how it plays other 
than to tell you that the timing 
windows remain loose as they 
always are in the U.S. versions, if 
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DDR Extreme better 
second time around

DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION EXTREME 2

ByBy
Lyndsey HicksLyndsey Hicks

SCORE: 
3 OUT 
OF 5
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Dark Knight’s second outing a rousing adventure
As a Batman fan, I hold a spe-

cial place in my heart for most of 
the big-screen adaptations of the 
Caped Crusader’s fight to clean up 
Gotham. Batman Returns, despite 
its problems, is at the top 
of the list in terms of 
favorite aesthetics in 
a Batman film. That 
said, I wasn’t sure 
if I felt the same 
affection for the 
game version.

The story is the 
same as the film: 
You, as the Dark Knight, 
battle the nefarious Penguin 
and his equally foolish partner 
Catwoman as they join forces 
to take over Gotham and wreak 
havoc. Because you are technically 

superior (and richer) than your 
foes, you have an arsenal at your 
disposal that helps you take out 
the criminal element that is doing 
the bidding of the meddlesome 

bird man and troublesome 
minx. Really, if you’ve 

watched the superb 
film, you shouldn’t be 
at a loss here as to 
what you need to do. 
It follows the plot ex-
actly, including the en-

counters that Batman 
has with lesser hench-

men. Being a game based on 
a movie property sometimes has 
its perks.

Controlling the Dark Knight is 
much like you would expect from 
watching the movie. Batman is 

easy to guide around, though there 
are a few spots where the direc-
tions and what to do could be a 
little more clearly pointed out. 
However, Batman is fluid and 

moves quickly enough that getting 
around Gotham to take on the Pen-
guin and Catwoman isn’t much of 
a problem.

Returns, foremost, is stunning 
visually. Much like the film, the 
game’s graphics are top-notch and 
evoke that well-known Tim Bur-
ton feel. The graphics are so well 
done that it almost appears that 
they were taken directly from the 
movie and inserted into the game. 
The colors are rich and pop when 
necessary in the game’s color 
palette, though it doesn’t stray far 
from the movie’s muted coloring 
too much.

Much like the graphics, the 
sound is also spot on and close 
to the movie’s backing tracks. Of 
course, there are a few appropria-

tions because you’re not getting 
a full orchestra with composer 
Danny Elfman on the SNES chip, 
but the music is sufficient and gets 
the job done.

Batman Returns is a decent 
adventure set to the tune of the 
popular sequel on the silver screen. 
It’s a paint-by-the-numbers sequel 
with gorgeous, rich visuals that 
somehow manage to do the movie 
version justice in the 16-bit era. 
It’s comfortable and easy going, 
so you’re not missing anything if 
you’re looking for the best follow 
up that features Batman. The Bat, 
the Cat and the Penguin have a 
good adaptation on their hands 
with this 16-bit recreation of Go-
tham.

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5 ByBy

Lyndsey HicksLyndsey Hicks

BATMAN RETURNS



As a child of the 1980s, there was one major 
requirement I had to know: the major prime 
time action shows and what nights and net-
works that they came on. Two of those shows 
were Knight Rider on Fridays on NBC and 
Airwolf on Saturdays on CBS. These two shows 
were so popular that Acclaim Enter-
tainment was able to get license 
rights from Universal Televi-
sion to develop video games 
for both shows. In a previ-
ous issue of GI, we reviewed 
Knight Rider for the NES in 
the Torture of the Quarter 
section. Could Airwolf break 
this curse of popular shows 
turned into horrible games? It 
was time to find out.

Airwolf follows the plot based on the TV 
show in that you take the role of Stringfellow 
“String” Hawke, who is given a mission by the 

CIA to rescue prisoners of war from unknown 
terrorist groups using the top-secret helicop-
ter known as Airwolf. As String conducts the 
mission, he finds out that one of the prisoners 
being held is his long-lost brother who was 
declared missing in action during the Vietnam 
War. This gives him added incentive to carry 

out his given mission. 
Airwolf’s gameplay is a simulated 
first-person view that was applied 
to the Knight Rider game. You have 
the view of Airwolf that is clear 
enough to see your enemies and 
to attack enemy strongholds such 

as aircraft towers, prisoner camps 
and repair depots. However, this is the 

game’s Achilles’ heel. Control is not flex-
ible when you need it to be during dogfights 
with enemy aircraft. You’re required to shoot 
first or destroy aircraft towers if you don’t fire 
your limited missiles with precise timing. The 

inflexibility rears again when you land at a 
prisoner camp landing gently and still die. 

The graphics were OK, but they were akin to 
flight simulator games that were highly popu-
lar during the ’80s. To give Airwolf a fraction of 
a chance for a good review, I found the debrief-
ing scene excellent, giving me the appropriate 
data of destroyed enemies, rescued prisoners 

and intercepted missiles. 
Sadly, I was ENRAGED that Acclaim could be 

this sloppy with a franchise such as Airwolf. 
Don’t get me wrong, Acclaim did go on to 
make better video games based on popular 
franchises, but like Knight Rider, Airwolf failed 
to show me any redeeming reason for replay.

Airwolf — like Knight Rider — are games 
that are recommended only for the diehard 
fans of the ’80s that want to relive the action-
packed nights of their childhood. While I loved 
both shows, unfortunately their action-packed 
formula that produced major ratings for TV 
did not translate well into video game format. 
Acclaim did learn well from these mistakes, 
but they gave the first MasterClass lesson in 
video gaming of being careful with popular 
franchises. If you want my advice, skip both 
games and play them on readily available 
emulators; you’ll save time and hard-earned 
money.
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SCORE: 
1 OUT 
OF 5

AIRWOLF

Let this low-flying mess stay grounded

ByBy
Brandon BeattyBrandon Beatty



Though I play a lot of fight-
ing game series, I keep coming 
back to Street Fighter. I don’t 
know if it’s out of habit or be-
cause I’m comfortable with the 
series’ systems, but I find myself 
intimately familiar with the 
Capcom creation. It started with 
Street Fighter II for SNES, not the 
arcade. As the series moved along 
incrementally, so did I and I dis-
covered the upgrade. The home 
port of Super Street Fighter II for 
SNES was one of the best and 
that accolade still stands after 
nearly 30 years.

Though Capcom still hadn’t 
learned to count to three and 
Super Street Fighter II reeks of 
milking the franchise for all it 
was worth, it’s technically a good 
port. This is the best version of 
the arcade experience before Su-
per Turbo, and the SNES, despite 
its problems with censorship, is 
the best version you’re going to 
get. Super is where you’re intro-
duced to the four new challeng-
ers, who add some interesting 
elements. Each of their fighting 
styles are already represented in 
the game with other stalwarts, 
but they’re fun to play, neverthe-
less.

The music has hit its peak here, 
too. It’s the same as the original 
Street Fighter II and Hyper Fight-
ing, but it’s Street Fighter at peak 
Street Fighter. That also applies 
to the controls. It’s the Street 
Fighter that you know and love 
but cleaned up just a tad. 

My main gripe with the game 
is the fact that it’s not Street 
Fighter III, which it would have 
been if not for the insistence of 
Capcom not counting ahead. Cap-
com knew it had a winner on its 
hands but repeatedly milked the 
franchise until there was noth-
ing else to wring from it. Super 
would absolutely have been great 
if not for the fact that Super 
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SUPER STREET FIGHTER II

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5

ByBy
Lyndsey HicksLyndsey Hicks

Super fighting 
fun again

Turbo came a year 
later and there had 
already been two 
other incremental 
iterations of the 
game previously. 
That cheapens 
Super to a degree all 
around. However, giv-
en that Super Turbo did 
not come home from the arcades 
for the SNES, Super gets a boost 

in nostalgic factor.
What you need to 
take away from SSFII 
is the refinement of 
the Street Fighter II 
experience, and this 
is where it shines. 

Everything about Street 
Fighter II was at peak 

condition and refined to a 
tee with this iteration. Yes, this 
is pre-Turbo super moves and 

specials but in a way that makes 
it the last true unspoiled Street 
Fighter II experience. It was so 
good that later Street Fighter 
games attempt to replicate this 
version with modes that play like 
Super with no super moves and 
most, if not all, of its mechanics. 
That’s how you know it’s a defin-
ing moment in a series’ lifespan. 
It’s a super fighting game for a 
super system that still holds up.
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CASTLEVANIA III: DRACULA’S CURSE

Dracula slays in thirds
Castlevania. The name alone is 

well renowned to veteran gam-
ers worldwide as one of Konami’s 
masterpiece franchises, having 
expanded from the NES to various 
gaming consoles and a glorious 
revival in anime form thanks to 
Netflix. As a video game veteran 
myself, I know of the many battles 
between the GOAT vampire hunt-
ing Belmont family and the infa-
mous prince of horror monsters, 
Count Dracula. Ever since I was 
exposed to the first Castlevania 
game, I fell under its spell, want-
ing my chance to place a stake into 
Dracula’s chest. I finally got my 
chance to do so when I got my 
first game, Castlevania 
III: Dracula’s Curse for 
the NES. 

In Dracula’s Curse, 
you take on the 
role of Trevor C. 
Belmont, forefa-
ther of series hero 
Simon Belmont, who 
is called upon to save 
his village of Warakiya from 
Dracula and his resurrected army 
of darkness. Trevor has one small 

but powerful advantage with him: 
the ability to transform into three 
partner spirits: Alucard, Dracula’s 
forgotten son; Grant Denasty, pi-
rate terror of the seas; and, Sypha 

Belnades, vampire hunter/
mystic warlord. Along 

with this shaper-shifter 
ability and equipped 
with the mystic whip 
and Poltergeist ax 
bequeathed by the 

Poltergeist King, Trevor 
sets off into the night 

ready to do battle against 
Dracula. 
Gameplay is basic like most ac-

tion-platforming games with sim-

ple moves such as moving left and 
right with the control pad, jumping 
with a button, and attacking with 
basic weapons by using combina-
tions for special weapons. These 
controls have special designations 
for Grant, controlling how high he 
can jump and climb walls, and for 
Alucard, who can transform into a 
bat. To give this team of vampire 
hunters an extra advantage, Trevor 
can upgrade his mystic whip to a 
long-ranged chain whip and can 
use various Warakiya items such 
as the banshee boomerang, battle 
ax and a pocket watch that tempo-
rarily freezes enemies. Sypha has 
her magic staff as her main weap-
on in addition to using elemental 
orbs that can produce fire, ice and 
thunder attacks. Grant has use of 
the dagger, but he can only use the 
mystic ax as his secondary weap-
on. Alucard has use of a destructive 
ball that can be upgraded to shoot 
three directions. 

While I appreciate these effective 
techniques to dispatch the undead, 
there were flaws such as learning 
to time each attack or risk falling 
off a stage. Also, whichever part-

ner spirit Trevor teams up with, 
the partner takes damage, creat-
ing a struggle to survive in certain 
stages. I also learned that you col-
lect stone hearts to power weapons 
and if Alucard is your partner, he 
would turn into a bat. That’s fine 
but that skill eats up your hearts 
and if you run out, he could turn 
back into human form putting 
him and Trevor in a MAJOR bind. 
Adding to the frustration, there 
is a time limit to complete each 
stage, adding either challenge to 
gameplay or making you curse and 
smash your controller to pieces. 

A word to the wise: Dracula’s 
Curse is challenging but LOOK hard 
for special items such as leg of 
werewolf, which refills your life 
meter; and, the invisibility potion 
that also gives temporary protec-
tion to give you the upper hand. 
Also, if you must go up a row of 
stairs, ALWAYS press up on the con-

trol pad to walk otherwise you will 
fall and lose a life. 

The game’s music is excellent, 
staying true to the series’ theme of 
classical horror. If you heard a Cas-
tlevania theme before, you won’t 
hear anything new here. This isn’t 
Castlevania IV just yet, after all. 
The replay value is there although 
it will require you to have patience 
to and excellent strategic skills 
when choosing paths to take and 
partner spirits to work with.

Castlevania III: Dracula’s Curse 
is an example of how Konami 
built a respected franchise in its 
early days without disrespecting 
their development staff and let-
ting them do what they do best. 
Dracula’s Curse is good but not 
without its quirks and flaws. If you 
love old-school platforming in the 
Castlevania control vein, jump in 
and partner up to take on Dracula 
once more.

ByBy
Brandon BeattyBrandon Beatty

SCORE: 
3 OUT 
OF 5
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he king has returned home to his 
throne. All is right in the world of DC. 

It had better be because the best Bat-
man is returning.

Michael Keaton has been announced 
to return in the Flash’s new movie as a dif-
ferent version of the Caped Crusader. This 
version, in line with his continuity as Bruce 
Wayne/Batman from our favorite Batman 
films, is an alternate universe version of 
Batman, different from Ben Affleck’s most 
recent version. While Affleck was decent as 
was Christian Bale, there is no one more 
deserving of a return to the tights and cowl as 
Keaton.

Keaton is the version of Batman that I 
know. Yes, I was around through ’80s syndi-
cation for the Adam West version of the ’60s, 
but Keaton is the big-screen version that I 
grew up with. He’s the model that made me 
fall in love with the Dark Knight. Not the 
comics, not the animated series in 1992. No, 
Keaton is the version that defined the duality 
of Bruce Wayne and Batman. Keaton held his 
own and managed to go toe-to-toe with scene 
mangler Jack Nicholson as the Joker, which 
is a feat unto itself. 

Keaton gave the quintessential performance 
that set the standard for how a brooding 
Bruce Wayne should be. He is the template 
that all later Batmen are created from. De-
spite there being almost 30 years since his 
last portrayal of the character, he is the gold 
standard.

I’m excited and looking forward to a DC 
movie for the first time in many years be-
cause Keaton is back and ready to do justice 
to Bruce Wayne once again. I’ve missed him 
and very much think no one else can com-
pare.

All hail the king. I’m ready to dance with the 
devil under the pale moonlight once again.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming 
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at 

lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

PROPERTY REVIEW

A marvelous beginning

All hail the  
return of  

Keaton, king 
of the Batmen
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Captain Marvel
Marvel Studios, 2019

e all knew she was coming; we just 
didn’t know when. And when Carol 
Danvers got here, we were waiting, 
and we were not disappointed with 
what she brought with her.

Captain Marvel’s origin story is a tale as old 
as time: Heroine has amnesia, discovers her 
previous life and the reason for her amnesia, 
finds new allies and turns on her old “allies”/
captors. However, this is different. Set some 
ways back in the MCU, Captain Marvel man-
ages reasonably well to stick to the comic 
book origins of the character. With the hard 
work established in the story, thankfully, 
Jude Law and Brie Larson have chemistry 
and are a good match from the outset. 

As we learn more about the good “Vers,” we 
also learn that not everything is as it seems. 
Danvers gets down to business and explores 
her origin in a funny yet serious way that 
highlights the central question that most all 
the Avengers and heroes of the MCU have had 
to ask themselves: Who are you? 

And that’s the most important question 
asked by this film. Who is Carol Danvers to 
the outside world after being gone for six 
years? Who is she to her colleagues? Who 
is she to her friends and family? And, most 
importantly, who is Carol Danvers to herself? 
Going on this journey is the key to under-
standing the film and the character in later 
appearances.

Speaking of later appearances, Ronan the 
Accuser makes an appearance in what is 
chronologically his first appearance in the 
MCU. Technically, he steals the show in 
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 1, but in the MCU 
timeline of events, he first appears here to 
torment Danvers and he almost steals the 

movie right from under her. Lee Pace de-
serves mention for his nuanced portrayal 
of the villain. Ronan could easily have been 
a one-dimensional act, but Pace has shown 
layers to the villain and truly carried his 
weight when it came to showing the might of 
the Kree fanatic.

With the scene being set for the captain to 
do her thing and return to her roots, it’s no 
wonder that the film moves along at a nice 
clip. It done well and doesn’t stray too far 
from the comics or do too much extra work 
beyond what you’ve come to expect from a 
Marvel origin story. In fact, it does everything 
you need it to do to set up Captain Marvel 
for Avengers: Endgame and it does that 
extremely well. The look at the good captain 
is fun and packed full of action to set up for 
one of the most powerful beings in the com-
ics to finally make her way to the cinematic 
universe in a dramatic and fun way.

Like the comics: 8
Story: 6
Acting: 6

Total: 20/30 or 6.7
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(or voice act ing in cases of ani mated), plot and sim i
lar i ties to its source mate r ial. Each cat e gory receives 
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30 over all. The per cent age is the final score.
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Series: Death Note

Episodes: 6 to 12

Premise: A young man named Light 
Yagami is bored and incredibly gifted 
mentally. He’s looking for things to do 
outside of hacking the national police 
database and is preparing to go to law 
school for a career in criminal justice. 
One day, while in school, he happens 
to notice a strange book appear out
side. He opens it and finds a shinigami, 
named Ryuk, that’s bound to follow the 
person who finds it. Light’s discovery 
and subsequent dealings with Ryuk and 
his Death Note begin the twisted tale of 
justice as a means to an end.

Is it worth watching?: YES. This is one of the best anime to be 
released in the past 20 years. It’s got everything you could want: 
Suspense, drama, several murder mysteries, a plot that makes you 
question life choices and characters to root for.

Breakout character: Misa Amane. Say what you will about the 
second Kira, but she is the breakout star here. She immediately 
makes an impact on Light, good or bad, and she joins the story 
permanently at a crucial time. 

Best episode: “Overcast,” Episode 7. Light finally succeeds in 
convincing the watcher that he has always had less than noble 
ideals as he commits a shocking murder. Not only is the person he 
murders shocking, but also the way that he kills the person using 
the Death Note shocking: He causes them to commit suicide with 
his written command. This was the point at which you ceased to 
sympathize with Light in any way, but it now makes an interesting 
mystery even deeper because it’s now a race to see just how long 
Light will get away with his crimes as Kira.

Where it’s going?: The heat ramps up on Light as Kira, as he 
will have to juggle discovering there’s another Kira, L’s continued 
investigation and his life otherwise.

Pandemic blues or a geek’s 
battle cry against Covid-19

s I write this, like many of our fellow geeks 
around the country and the world, GI staff are 
dealing with a new and unknown “normal.” 
Ever since January 20, the U.S. has been under 
siege by the Covid-19 virus causing untold sick-

ness and death. As an essential worker for the state of 
South Carolina, I have not had the comfort of working 
from home and have experienced city-imposed lock-
downs, bi-weekly quests to obtain basic supplies for 
home and work, and the daily reports of areas I had to 
avoid on the job. I also had to firmly but fairly inform 
visitors who come to visit their loved ones receiving 
medical treatment at my place of employment that 
visitation was suspended. 

Myself and Lyndsey were hoping to cover many new 
games to play, movies to see at theaters and the latest 
anime series to binge watch on Netflix and Hulu. How-
ever, Covid-19 has dealt a devastating blow to release 
events of video games, canceled comic book/anime 
conventions or forcing them to provide virtual adapta-
tions, slowed down production of anime series caus-
ing delays for dubbing and releasing in various global 
markets, and of course, rescheduling or direct to 
on-demand services for upcoming movies. As Lyndsey 
and I prepare this edition to upload I learned ways to 
soften Covid’s blow on #hotgeeksummer and continu-
ing #geek life:

1. Support official works of franchises: I know many 
of you have heard this phrase many times, but it’s 
important to do it since every time a new project for 
Dragon Ball Super or DC or Marvel releases, these com-
panies make deals with the creators/original studios 
to handle voice cast recording, translation, marketing 
and other elements to ensure the success of the stated 
project. By buying official merchandise, everyone 
involved can be compensated for their awesome work, 
ensuring that a loved series stays with its fans longer.

2. Heed trusted wisdom: By now, you’ve heard about 
the importance of social distancing, wearing cloth 
masks, practicing good hand hygiene and avoid-
ing unnecessary trips outside home, right? There’s a 
reason for that; To stop Covid’s spread, these few yet 
effective methods drastically reduce the chances of Co-
vid spreading to innocent people, especially those with 
serious health issues. Also, please follow the advice of 
CREDIBLE scientists, doctors, nurses and other first re-
sponding professionals fighting the good fight against 
this disease. By heeding this wisdom, the chances of 
beating Covid greatly increase.

3. Patience, patience!: I know it’s easier said than 
done, but even our favorite providers of nice things are 
affected. Cartoon Network’s “Toonami” block had to re-
play previous episodes of shows and do special events 
on the fly because content licensors have had to figure 
out logistics in developing new episodes of currently 
airing shows. Funimation Entertainment was waiting 
on creative partners in Japan to obtain episodes of re-
cently acquired shows such as “My Hero Academia” in 
addition to figuring out how its voice actors can record 
their roles safely. If these companies had these prob-
lems, Netflix, Hulu and Crunchyroll are having them, 
too. Give them a break. This applies to your favorite 

convention, too.
4. Support your local geek merchants: Doing busi-

ness in a pandemic is CRAZY. For a certain few, they 
have developed specific skills that has prepared them 
for this moment and are ready to help keep your sprits 
up. I bought said items from a local geek and friend 
of GI and they are awesome, helping GI in its mission 
to cover gaming and geek news as well as keeping us 
safe from Covid when doing vital outside business. 
Also, support those local businesses providing safety 
options such as online ordering, curbside service and 
delivery when you are hungry or chilling with comics. 
These choices keep them and their rockstar workers 
rolling in these mean Covid streets.

5. All for geek, geek for all: As geeks of color, we 
know about feeling rejected and unliked by other fel-
low geeks, which is not cool. However, with recent 
news involving geeks of Asian descent being accused 
of intentionally spreading Covid and assaulted, I have 
to say this: IT’S. NOT. COOL. While professional health 
and scientific organizations have determined that 
Covid started in China, geeks of Asian descent here in 
the U.S. and other places across the globe HAVE NOT 
contributed to its spread. In fact, they’re doing their 
part to help defeat it through various actions. Let’s do 
our part in having each other’s backs and theirs, too.

5. Level up self-care: You know your favorite heroes 
can be dealt some brutal punishment giving the bad 
guys a temporarily win, causing our heroes to need 
to recover. Eating properly, a good exercise regimen 
and proper mental health care are proven methods to 
help in the comeback. It’s OK not to feel OK during this 
time; just remember to do self-care to get back in the 
fight and win!

6. Level up skills: With many anime/comic book 
conventions being shut down, this is the perfect time 
to develop a new skill that could help you become 
stronger after this. Whether it’s setting up a game 
stream on twitch, creating the next big podcast or pol-
ishing moves for the next fighting game tourney, this 
is the perfect time to skill up for many victories that 
lie ahead. Don’t just apply this to things geek; you can 
also do this for adding on to a resume or other real-
world situations. I’m taking some courses on emer-
gency preparedness and other hobbies, and it’s helpful 
in improving mind and body. Try it, you’ll like it.

I know that 2020 has been a complete Dumpster fire 
for everyone thanks to Covid, but I want to leave you 
with this nugget: THINGS WILL GET BETTER. If we geeks 
get into formation and combine like Voltron, we’ll win. 
Even if our favorite geek activities are shut down, we 
will overcome and be ready for even more awesome 
things. Why? Cause Stone juggernaut said so. By the 
way, I’m giving thanks to UAL — Urban Anime League, 
Neo Monster Island, Arcade Impact, Nekitou’s Artcadia 
and, of course, our awesome readers, for providing 
champion support to us each time we go to print. We 
wouldn’t be able to do this without you.

Brandon Beatty is associate editor of Gaming  
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at  

brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

with Lyndsey 
Hicks

Brandon Beatty Brandon Beatty 
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TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — COMIC BOOK GAMES EDITION

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT
Name: Tony Masters

Alias: Taskmaster, Barney Toastmaster, Captain America, Chief Warrant Officer T. McWilliams/Ground Crew Chief McWilliams, 
Tasky

Affiliation: Power Elite, Ravencroft Institute, Black Ant, Hydra, Hydra’s Avengers, Hydra High Sect, S.H.I.E.L.D. Secret Avengers, 
A.I.M., The Org, The Cabal, Initiative, Shadow Initiative, Committee, U.L.T.I.M.A.T.U.M., Cyber Ninjas, Lords of the Living Light
ning, Sons of the Serpent, Black Choppers, Trenchcoat Mafia, Militiamen, The Inquisition, Agency X, Frightful Four, Thunderbolts

Special abilities: Photographic memory and, after taking an experimental version of the SuperSoldier Serum, the ability to 
memorize the motor skills and abilities of others. This ability comes at the cost of his own memory.

Background: Tony Masters was born in the Bronx and realized at an early age that he could perform feats he’d seen on TV just 
by watching someone perform them. When he matured, he joined S.H.I.E.L.D. as an agent. During a mission, he injected him
self with the Nazi experimental version of the SuperSoldier Serum (much like the one that changed Steve Rogers) and gained 
enhanced abilities gained through his photographic memory and reflexes. This came at the cost of his memories as he overwrote 
his true memories with those of the person he observed. His wife, Mercedes Merced, then crafted the Taskmaster persona to help 
him. Through his illgotten gains as Taskmaster, he became a trainer of villains, or anyone who would pay. He has trained several 
super villains, been part of the Secret Empire and Hydra and relearned his true past, only to lose it again after being forced to 
learn a new set of moves.

Relationships: Mercedes Merced (wife)

First Versus appearance: Marvel vs. Capcom 3

Appearances in other media:
Television: Ultimate SpiderMan, Avengers Assemble (animated)

Film: Avengers Confidential: Black Widow & Punisher, Iron Man (animated), Captain America: Heroes United, Black Widow 
(upcoming liveaction)

Video games: Marvel vs. Capcom 3: Fate of Two Worlds, Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3, Marvel Heroes, Avengers Initiative, 
Marvel: Avengers Alliance, LEGO Marvel Super Heroes, Marvel: Avengers Alliance Tactics, Captain America: The Winter Soldier  
The Official Game, Marvel Avengers Academy, LEGO Marvel’s Avengers, Marvel’s SpiderMan, Avengers (2020), Marvel: Future 
Fight

Marvel vs. Capcom series

If there were ever a polarizing yet fun 
fighting game, it’s probably Marvel vs. 
Capcom. The first few Versus games are 
fun yet broken, but you don’t know bro
ken until you get to Marvel vs. Capcom 
2. Spending 18 hours at a tournament 
to watch the same 10 characters fight 
in teams of three makes you dislike and 
love a game at the same time.

Batman Arkham series

Batman’s run of actionadventure 
games has quite a few standouts. 
Rocksteady outdid themselves in 
letting you become the Dark Knight 
and immerse yourself in the world of 
Gotham and the insane asylum that is 
Arkham. Any entries are classics that 
shouldn’t be missed.

X-Men arcade game

“Welcome to die!” is a pleasant yet infa
mous greeting waiting for you at the end 
of the XMen quarter muncher. Gold and 
Blue ’90sera XMen join and fight in a 
team of four to take on the Brotherhood 
of Mutants. It’s a fun romp that reminds 
you of how powerful the original ani
mated series was in terms of impact on 
gamers and comic book nerds alike.

TMNT 2: The Arcade Game

If there is ever a game on this list that 
personifies GI and its life in the ’90s, 
it’s this sequel. Easily one of the best 
quarter stealers of all time, TMNT2 
took everything from the comics, the 
original animated TV show and the 
movies and turned it into an ultrafun 
excursion in the world of the lean 
mean green fighting machine.

Marvel Ultimate Alliance

An insanely fun brawler, the first Ulti
mate Alliance game is fun and full of 
depth. It’s also coop and introduced 
you to the thenobscure Marvel char
acters that are now household names. 
I didn’t know the Winter Soldier then 
or Fing Fang Foom but I bet I do now. 
This is the Marvel encyclopedia.

1 2 43 5
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METROID GENDER IDMETROID GENDER ID
BY LYNDSEY HICKSBY LYNDSEY HICKS

Metroid is one of the oldest and most well-known gaming series, and 
it’s also one of the most complex and layered. At this point, everyone 

knows that Samus Aran, the protagonist of every Metroid game, is 
female. But how do we know that? Beyond completing the game fast 
enough to see the reveal, there are several clues that Samus is female 
well before you get to the end of her adventures, specifically on Zebes.

APPEARANCEAPPEARANCE

Upon Samus’ intro-
duction in Metroid 
(1986), all that you, 
the gamer, are told 
is that Samus is the 
best bounty hunter in 
all the galaxy. No one 
does the job better or 
is more feared than 
Samus Aran. 

But going by appearance alone is a fallacy that most peo-
ple commit. Yes, at first glance the Chozo suit appears 
to give off a masculine appearance. But, specifically 
look at Samus’ feet. Those winged boots, which provide 
the Screw Attack, Space Jump and Hi-Jump Boots, are 
decidedly feminine in visage as are the shapely hips of 
the nearly all the suits she obtains in the series. 

ARMORARMOR

The bird armor that 
the suits provide also 
has a femme form, 
and if you’ll notice, 
the Varia Suit is pink. 
Finally, Samus being 
female is revealed at 
the end of most of her 
early games, depend-
ing on how fast you complete the game.

In Super Metroid, in the beginning of the game, Samus 
recaps her adventures so far. In the introduction graph-
ics, Samus’ face can be seen in the visor. She is clearly 
visible, and it can be determined that she is female.

ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT

The environment 
of Metroid plays a 
large part of Samus’ 
adventures. Thankfully, 
a map is introduced in 
the series with Super 
Metroid, and the map 
holds a large clue to 
Samus’ gender. Undis-
covered areas on the map are blue while discovered 
areas are pink. Blue is generally associated with 
masculinity, and pink is generally associated with 
femininity.

STORYSTORY

In the story for Metroid II: Return of Samus, 
the surviving Metroid hatchling imprints on 
our titular heroine after she terminates the 
Metroid queen. The creature even follows 
Samus, as she remarks, “like a confused 
child.” This suggests that the Metroid viewed 
Samus as its mother, even going so far as 
to suggest that it could infer that Samus is 
female. At the end of Super Metroid, the 
Metroid is now the titular Super Metroid and 
remembers Samus, stopping short of drain-
ing all her life energy, saving Samus and ultimately sacrificing itself to stop Mother 
Brain. The Metroid clearly recognized Samus as its parent.
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RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Peck Flying
1 Ice Beam Ice

51 Blizzard Ice

55 Agility Psychic
60 Mist Ice

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 1 Thunder-Thunder-

Shock Shock 
Electric Electric 

1 Drill Peck Flying
51 51 Thunder Thunder ElectricElectric
55 Agility Psychic
60 Light Screen Psychic

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Peck Flying
1 Fire Spin Fire

51 Leer Normal 
55 Agility Psychic
60 Sky Attack Flying

No. 144 —  Articuno No. 145 —  ZapdosNo. 145 —  Zapdos No. 146 —  Moltres

WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

Keep
Peck
Ice Beam
Blizzard
Mist

Delete
Agility

Moves to teach 
TM06: Toxic
TM11: BubbleBeam
TM12: Water Gun
TM15: Hyper Beam
TM43: Sky Attack
HM02: Fly

WHAT TO KEEP AND 
DELETE

Keep
ThunderShock
Drill Peck
Thunder

Delete

Agility
Light Screen

Moves to teach 
TM06: Toxic
TM15: Hyper Beam
TM24: Thunderbolt
TM43: Sky Attack
HM02: Fly

WHAT TO KEEP AND 
DELETE

Keep
Peck
Fire Spin
Sky Attack

Delete
Leer
Agility

Moves to teach 
TM06: Toxic
TM38: Fire Blast
TM43: Sky Attack
HM02: Fly

EDITOR’S NOTES:

The icy legendary bird Pokémon is hard to acquire 
like its brethren and is worth having in the collection 
for taking on the Elite Four. We personally prefer 
Zapdos for the roster spot, but Articuno can fill the 
major Water Pokémon slot required for a well-
rounded team and give a boost with its built-in and 
teachable Ice moves. Also, as a bird Pokémon, it can 
learn Flying moves as well, which help immensely 
and fill multiple roles. This can free up your roster 
for other types that might not be well-represented 
otherwise. It takes work to catch a legendary bird, 
and Articuno is worth the effort.

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Zapdos is a heavy hitter like the rest of the legendary bird 
trio. We prefer Zapdos because of its Electric moveset. Once 
it’s caught in-game or received in a trade, it should immedi-
ately take up its roster spot and begin learning everything it 
needs to know to be ready in time for the final battles — if 
it’s your choice of the birds to join the Elite 4 squad. If cho-
sen, it will play an important role in taking out several of the 
Pokémon types in one to two hits at most. It’s that important. 
Because it’s a dual type, you want to be careful, but with 
planning and preparation in getting comfortable with what 
it can do and can’t do, Zapdos is worth the work it takes to 
capture it, and it’s an immediate must-have for the roster. 

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Moltres, as the last of the legendary bird trio, seems 
to be harder to catch than the other birds, but it’s still 
just as necessary to catch this bird as the others. It 
can provide a Fire type, which is not easy to come 
by in the beginning of the game. Because Moltres is 
a late-game addition, carefully consider if it’s worth 
going after, especially because there are other Fire 
types that are much easier to catch and train than 
trying to tame the legendary Fire bird. However, as 
with the other legendary birds, once you have it on 
the roster, get it trained and ready because it will be 
immensely helpful against the Elite 4.

Special thanks to  
Bulbapedia for  

Pokémon artwork

Pokémon on tap 
this quarter:

No. 144: Articuno
No. 145: Zapdos
No. 146: Moltres
No. 147: Dratini
No. 148: Dragonair
No. 149: Dragonite
No. 150: Mewtwo
No. 151: Mew
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RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Wrap Normal
1 Leer Normal

10 10 Thunder Thunder 
Wave Wave 

ElectricElectric

20 Agility Psychic
30 Slam Normal 
40 Dragon Rage Dragon 
50 Hyper Beam Normal 

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Wrap Normal
1 Leer Normal
1 1 Thunder Thunder 

Wave Wave 
ElectricElectric

1 Agility Psychic
10 10 Thunder Thunder 

Wave Wave 
ElectricElectric

20 Agility Psychic
35 Slam Normal 
45 Dragon Rage Dragon 
60 Hyper Beam Normal

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Wrap Normal
1 Leer Normal
1 1 Thunder Thunder 

Wave Wave 
ElectricElectric

10 10 Thunder Thunder 
Wave Wave 

ElectricElectric

20 Agility Psychic
35 Slam Normal 
45 Dragon Rage Dragon 
55 Hyper Beam Normal 

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE

Keep
Slam
Dragon Rage
Hyper Beam

Delete
Wrap
Leer
Thunder Wave
Agility

Moves to teach 
TM06: Toxic
TM11: BubbleBeam
TM12: Water Gun
TM13: Ice Beam
TM14: Blizzard
TM15: Hyper Beam
TM24: Thunderbolt
TM38: Fire Blast
TM43: Sky Attack
HM03: Surf

No. 147 —  Dratini No. 148 —  Dragonair No. 149 —  Dragonite

EDITOR’S NOTES:

Dratini is usually a late-game addition 
to the roster as it can be caught in two 
places without trading. 

It’s a rare-but-good addition to any 
roster because Dragon Pokémon are 
especially hard to come by in Red and 
Blue. 
Working with Dratini pays off in the 

end once it evolves into Dragonite. 
The ultimate Dragon Pokémon is a 
beast with high durability and damag-
ing moves that the evolution learns 
naturally as well as the ability to learn 

other high damage moves. 
Consider getting the Dratini/Dragonair/
Dragonite evolution chain and keeping 
it primed to anchor a long-lasting 
team.

Evolves at  
Level 30

Evolves at  
Level 55
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No. 150 —  Mewtwo

No. 151 —  Mew

EDITOR’S NOTES:

The beast of the Unknown Cave is quite possibly 
the hardest Pokémon to catch in the game — if 
you’re unlucky enough to have used your Master 
Ball earlier. However, once you have him on the 
roster, it’s practically game over for everything 
else you will face. Even a decently trained Mewtwo 
will wreck most teams through sheer firepower 
and overwhelming status as a legendary Poké-

mon. There’s a reason he’s at the end of the game 
once you’ve defeated the Elite 4 and your rival 
at Indigo Plateau. His default moveset isn’t that 
great but given that he can learn a lot of different 
moves and is a Psychic beast means that you can 
change that initial palette and create a masterpiece 
juggernaut on your own easily. Our initial Mewtwo 
learned SolarBeam through TMs and one-shot a 
lot of the Elite 4 after a certain point. So, it’s well 
worth the trouble of acquiring Mewtwo and add-
ing him to your roster.

EDITOR’S NOTES:

The other Psychic beast in the game, 
Mew is only attainable through certain 
Nintendo events or a GameShark. Once 
you obtain Mew, it’s only a matter of 
time before it takes up the best space 
on your roster. Mew is known for 

being able to learn any TM or HM, so 
it’s immediately to your advantage to 
customize its moveset and make it a 
powerhouse. If you can’t get a Mew, 
Mewtwo is your next best bet and after 
that a decently trained Alakazam will 
do. Mew is worth the effort to get on 
your roster if you can make it work.

RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Confusion Psychic
1 Disable Normal
1 Swift Normal
1 Psychic Psychic

63 Barrier Psychic
66 Psychic Psychic
70 Recover Normal
75 Mist Ice
81 Amnesia Psychic

LEVEL ATTACK TYPE
1 Pound Normal

10 Transform Normal
20 Mega Punch Normal
30 Metronome Normal
40 Psychic Psychic

ED
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WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

Keep
Confusion
Swift
Psychic
Recover
Mist

Delete
Barrier
Disable

Moves to teach 
TM01: Mega Punch
TM05: Mega Kick
TM06: Toxic
TM11: BubbleBeam
TM12: Water Gun
TM13: Ice Beam
TM14: Blizzard
TM15: Hyper Beam
TM16: Pay Day
TM19: Seismic Toss
TM22: SolarBeam
TM24: Thunderbolt
TM25: Thunder
TM29: Psychic
TM38: Fire Blast
TM49: Tri Attack
HM04: Strength

WHAT TO KEEP  
AND DELETE

Keep
Pound
Mega Punch
Psychic

Delete
Transform
Metronome

Moves to teach 
Editor’s note: Because Mew is able 
to learn any TM or HM, choose from 
any of the moves to create your own 
moveset for the legendary Pokémon!
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RED & BLUE
KNOWLEDGE CENTER

next issue: Editor’s choice  
Pokémon breakdown

Elite 4 
strategy
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UPCOMING SONGS

Artist: Captain Jack
Difficulty: 4/5/6
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 140

Captain Jack is a GI favorite and generally any 
song that pops up in DDR featuring the dulcet 
tones of the late captain Franky Gee is imme-
diately also a favorite. My Generation is no dif-
ferent. It’s not hard to understand the stepchart, 
and it’s a fun song to play on Heavy with some 
challenge presented in its use of triplets, skips 
and jumps. Our advice for this high-energy 
track is to pay close attention to the jumps and 
the skips. These will take you out if you’re not 
prepared for them, and they are plentiful. There 
are no real break sections for you to rest and 
conserve energy. While the difficulty rating 
suggests a 6 in the pre-DDR X system, this is 
a hard 6-footer so take that into account when 
trying the song.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Artist: Sota featuring Ebony Fay
Difficulty: 7
Chosen difficulty: Challenge
BPM: 135

This remix is a fun version of Do it Right, a DDR 
staple since 5th Mix. The remix is Challenge 
steps only in difficulty, and the fun begins 
immediately as you’re tasked with a clean run 
of 1/4th and 1/8th steps. Once the middle part 
of the song hits, there will be Freeze steps that 
require crossovers to cleanly hit as well. The 
ending of the song is exactly like the beginning 
with the previous run, so if you can make the 
run the first time around, you can make it again 
at the end. The runs are tiring, though, so try to 
conserve stamina in the middle of the song with 
those Freeze steps. This is the best version of 
Do it Right, in my opinion.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Artist: FinalOffset
Difficulty: 3/5/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 145

This danceable favorite of GI is not a hard 
stepchart on the Heavy difficulty. It’s one of 
the easier 8s when looking at the complexity 
of the notes. It’s on beat and follows the track 
well, though your area of primary concern will 
be the middle section with offbeat 1/8th notes. 
However, if you know it’s coming, the best thing 
to do is prepare for the off-timed notes and con-
serve energy with the Freeze notes interspersed 
throughout the section. Jumps are also plentiful 
here and will sap your energy quickly. Use the 
Freeze notes found outside of the 1/8th note 
section to your advantage. Also, be cognizant of 
the many triplets and slight runs throughout the 
entire song.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Don’t forget to  
download our DDR  
glossary of terms!

By Lyndsey Hicks

Secret Rendez-vous

V (for Extreme)

put your faith in me
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This isn’t the coolest adventure ever made

ack in the halcyon days 
of the 1990s, terrible mov-
ies were almost certainly 
going to begat terrible 

tie-in games. You could count on 
it just as much as the Buffalo Bills 
making it to the Super Bowl or a 
Mario game being a hit. So preva-
lent were terrible movie property 
games that GI could do an entire 
section devoted to them for several 
issues and still have enough mate-
rial for this column in infinity.

But we digress. Today, we’re here 
to bury a specific game, never to 
praise it. The travesty that is Cool 
World as a movie and as a game is 
rivaled only by the likes of Friday 
the 13th the game and Silver Surfer 
(editor’s note: older entries in this 
column, dear reader). That sink-
ing feeling of never quite know-
ing what the hell is happening in 
game, no guides as to objectives or 
locations, and a horrid soundtrack 
that does nothing but grate on 
your nerves and remind you why 
you simultaneously love Brad Pitt 
and loathe Brad Pitt. Yes, this is the 
way of the ’90s, which, thankfully, 
will never be repeated ever again 
in video games.

Cool World drops you into the 
toon scene with absolutely noth-
ing. The enemies and friendlies 
are indistinguishable, and there 
is nothing to tell you exactly what 
you should be doing. It’s as if 
the game creators assumed you 
watched the movie five minutes 
before you played the game and ex-
pected you to go from there. There 
are no maps or any type of control 
guides, which is compounded by 
the fact that the game controls like 
slow-moving molasses with overly 
floaty hop-and-bop ambitions but 
with a bad after taste. For example, 
there’s a side-scrolling driving sec-
tion at the beginning that instantly 
ends with your death for every 
missed jump. But wait, it gets 
better: You’re not told where you 
should be going, what the controls 
are for the car or how to cleanly 
land the necessary jumps so you’re 

not going to make them anyway. 
This is the way of the ’90s.

Cool World is one of the worst 
games I have ever had the unfor-
tunate pleasure of coming across 
in my long-gone local Blockbuster. 
The movie was trash, and the 
game as a mirror image looks just 
as terrible, plays just as terribly 
and sounds just as terribly with 
no redeeming factors whatsoever. 
This wasn’t cool in any way, shape 
or form.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief 
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be 

reached by email at  
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

with 
Lyndsey 

Hicks
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